
Request Relief from Requirements in NASA Directives
NRW-1400-98 

Directive ID, Requirement Paragraph Nutnber, and. Description:
NPR 1400. lH NASA Directives and Charters ProcedUllll Requirements, Paragraph 3.7 .. c (2) Chap� separated by page breaks, describe the directlve's requirements and 
responsibilities that are.subdivided into paragraphs that are numbered using Figure 3-4 

Scoce le.2 .. site; facilitv. oceration. and/or activitvl and duration of the re·auest:
Duration.Reqilcst • Pel'Jllanent Waiver 
Existing waiver NRW 1400-93 expires 2/15/2020 

- ._ Q'.o· .. ..-·� .• �

NPR 1400.1 requires sequential chapter nwribers as part of the paragraph numbers. Currently, the chapters of JPR 1700.1 are grouped into "Parts" based on common themes. · 
IPR 1700.l JS� Safety and Health Requfo:ments .. is an applicable document in 145 JSC contracts .. JPR 1700.1 WIil! created over 20 years ago, exiting paragraphs are compliant 
per NPR 1400.1, paragraph 3.7.3h. JPR I 700.1 currently eljgns with VPP Rec!'l:tification (P� 1-4) and OSHA reqllirements addressing specific hazardi; (Parts 5-11) . . 

Q 

· oescribe If application of the requirement conflicts· with other requirements. If not, check here ✓

Describe if the application of the requirement would not achieve, or is not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of
the reauirement.
Paragraph 3.7.c (2) application to JPR 1700.J developed.over 20 years ago not necessary to achieve the underlining purpose of the requireuu:nt. Toe JPR 1700.l aligns with 
.VPP Recertification dOC1,1mentation and OSHA specific hazards documentation. See enclosure 2 for [11tionale. 

Describe the cost or schedule considerations tel'ated to the request. If none, check here
Avoids costs l11volvC!I in reworkand revisions to documents across the Center. 

Describe the risks that will be incurred if the recruest.ls granted. If none, chetk here ✓

N/A 

D�cribe the actions that will be taken to ensure adequate safety and health and protection of the· public, the workers,. and
the environment.
NIA 

Requesting Office'$ Official-in-Charge, or deslgnee:

Name: I\Jon.�Q.,. \\l\, ��.J Signature:·-·,�--.
Approving Office's Official-in-Charge, or designee

Name: 
Justification for Denial. if aoolicable.

Enclosurel 

02/19/2020










